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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated whether providing opportunity-to-learn can improve 
Indonesian students’ performance in solving context-based mathematics tasks. On the 
basis of an inventory of Indonesian students’ difficulties with these tasks and an analysis 
of textbooks and classroom practices, an intervention program for mathematics 
teachers was developed. This program contained tasks with relevant and essential 
contexts with missing or superfluous information, but without explicitly given 
mathematical procedures. The program also comprised guidelines for a consultative 
teaching approach with metacognitive prompts and questions for discussion to 
promote reflection in class. A field experiment with a pretest-posttest control-group 
design was carried out in six junior high schools in Indonesia involving 299 eight-
graders. Students in the experimental group made significantly more progress on 
solving context-based mathematics tasks than students in the control group. 
Furthermore, an analysis of students’ errors revealed that experimental students made 
significantly fewer task comprehension errors than control students. These results show 
that providing opportunity-to-learn, that is offering context-based tasks to students, 
which require mathematical modeling, and having teachers knowing the characteristics 
of such tasks and using a consultative teaching approach, can improve students’ ability 
in solving context-based tasks. 

Keywords: mathematics education, context-based tasks, Opportunity-to-learn (OTL), 
students’ performance, Indonesia 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The broad recognition of the importance of mathematics in coping with the demands of the 21st century has led to 
an emphasis on developing students’ ability to apply mathematics as an essential goal of mathematics education 
(Eurydice, 2011; Graumann, 2011; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, NCTM, 2000; Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD, 2003; Tomlinson, 2004). However, in the Programme for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) studies (e.g., OECD, 2010, 2013) it was found that many students cannot 
solve problems that require mathematical modeling of complex everyday situations. 

Similar to other countries, Indonesia also considers the application of mathematics as a relevant aspect of the 
mathematics curriculum (Pusat Kurikulum, 2003). Inspecting the results of the PISA studies demonstrates that 
Indonesian students perform weakly (last position of all participating countries) on the mathematics subscales of 
formulating, employing, and interpreting context-based tasks (OECD, 2013). This situation prompted us to set up 
the Context-based Mathematics Tasks Indonesia (CoMTI) project. In this project, ‘context-based tasks’ were defined as 
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problems situated in real-world settings which contain elements or provide information that need to be organized 
and modeled mathematically to reach a solution (Freudenthal, 1983). The contexts of the tasks should refer to 
situations that the students can imagine and that are truly meaningful to them. This implies that in choosing tasks, 
students’ experiences and reference frameworks have to be carefully considered and taken into account, to ensure 
that these situations indeed make sense to them and have the potential to engage them in a purposeful 
mathematical activity (e.g. Ainley, Pratt, & Hansen, 2006; De Lange, 2015). The aim of the CoMTI project was to 
identify ways to improve Indonesian students’ ability to apply mathematics in extra-mathematical situations. The 
first step of this project was a study on identifying Indonesian students’ difficulties in solving context-based tasks 
in which they have to apply mathematics. An error analysis that was performed in this first study (Wijaya, Van den 
Heuvel-Panhuizen, Doorman, & Robitzsch, 2014) showed that Indonesian students mainly have difficulties in 
comprehending real-world problems and in transforming them into mathematical problems. Our second study 
(Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Doorman, 2015a) revealed a relation between these difficulties and 
insufficient opportunity-to-learn (OTL) to solve context-based tasks offered in Indonesian textbooks. Indonesian 
textbooks contain a low number of context-based tasks. Furthermore, these context-based tasks are mostly plain 
word problems, which use dressed-up contexts, explicitly indicate the mathematical procedures to carry out, and 
provide precisely the information needed to solve the task. Finally, in the third study of the CoMTI project (Wijaya, 
Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Doorman, 2015b) classroom observations were carried out to identify what 
opportunities teachers offer their students to learn to solve context-based tasks. It was found that Indonesian 
teachers mostly used a directive and teacher-centered teaching approach and did not give students opportunities 
to get involved in and reflect on the process of solving context-based tasks. 

In this study, we synthesized the findings of the earlier studies of the CoMTI project to develop an intervention 
that offers students OTL to solve context-based tasks. This intervention was put to the test in a field experiment in 
Indonesia to investigate its effect on student performance with the focus on students’ scores and students’ errors. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
In this section, we describe the theoretical foundations of the present study. First, we discuss the context in 

context-based problems, different models of problem solving, and the relevant stages in students’ reasoning when 
solving context-based problems. Then, we elaborate on the concept of OTL, and the different contexts in which 
such opportunities can be offered to students. Finally, we connect this with what we already know about 
Indonesian students’ difficulties in solving context-based tasks, OTL offered in Indonesian textbooks, and OTL 
offered in Indonesian teachers’ teaching practice. 

The Context in Context-based Problems 
With the context of a problem we refer to the situation in which the problem itself is embedded (Borasi, 1986). 

A mathematical problem can be embedded in various ways in a context. De Lange describes a use of contexts to 
camouflage a mathematical problem in cases where the mathematical procedures are immediately recognizable as 
in plain word problems (De Lange, 1987). He distinguishes this use of contexts from contexts that create the need 
to find or develop the relevant mathematics to organize, structure, and solve the problem. In the latter case, contexts 
are used as a didactical tool to support the learning of mathematics (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999; Van den 
Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1996, 2005). In the present study, the focus is on this use of contexts, and in particular on extra-
mathematical contexts, which in PISA are defined as problems presented within a situation that can refer to a real 
world or fantasy setting, and can include personal, occupational, scientific, and public information (OECD, 2003). 
Since the aim of our intervention is on teaching Indonesian students to solve context-based tasks, we were 
interested in contexts for supporting a particular topic as well as providing opportunities to address issues like 
dealing with superfluous or missing information. We were less interested in context-based tasks that hardly require 

Contribution of this paper to the literature 

• This study employed a research-based design method in which on the basis of data about students’ errors, 
content offered in textbooks, and teachers’ beliefs and teaching practice, instructional material was 
developed for teaching students solving context-based mathematics tasks. 

• This study elaborated on the concept of opportunity-to-learn by integrating what the textbook is offering 
with what the teachers can contribute. 

• This study showed that offering context-based tasks to students that require mathematical modeling, and 
having teachers knowing the characteristics of such tasks and being able to use a consultative teaching 
approach, can improve students’ ability in solving context-based tasks. 
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any modelling or tasks that require much contextual knowledge, like interdisciplinary or authentic vocational 
problems. 

Different Models of Problem Solving 
The most well-known model of problem solving is that of Polya. In his seminal work “How to solve it” (Polya, 

1945) he distinguished the following stages in the process of problem solving: (1) understanding the problem, 
(2) devising a plan, (3) carrying out the plan, and (4) looking back. These stages can also be found in other models 
of problem solving, in which particular elements and characteristics of Polya’s model were adapted somewhat. For 
example, Schoenfeld (1985) used a model with five stages by adding a stage of exploration between understanding 
the plan and divising a plan. In this exploration stage the problem-solving heuristics come into play. A further 
difference is that according to Schoenfeld the stage of designing a plan is not an isolated activity but implies a global 
perspective on what has to be done. The model that Mason, Burton, and Stacey (1982, 2010) have developed for 
problem solving has a different and rather complex structure consisting of phases (entry, attack, and review) and 
states (getting started, getting involved, mulling, keeping going, insight, being skeptical, and contemplating). 
Another model that is more in line with the models of Polya and Schoenfeld is the one that Blum and colleagues 
have created. Characteristic of their approach is that they focus in particular on applied mathematical problem 
solving (Blum, 1993; Blum & Niss, 1991). This means that they take a situation in the real world as a starting point 
for problem solving. Therefore, we decided to choose Blum’s model for our study. 

Stages in Students’ Reasoning when Solving Context-based Tasks 
In the applied mathematical problem solving as described by Blum and colleagues (Blum, 1993, 2011, 2015; 

Blum & Borromeo Ferri, 2009) the modelling aspect plays a crucial role. In total they have identified four stages of 
mathematical modeling for solving context-based tasks. The first stage relates to the process of comprehending 
what a context-based task is about. In the second stage, students look for a mathematical concept or procedure 
required to solve the task. In this stage, the real-world problem is transformed into a mathematical problem. The 
third stage is carrying out the mathematical procedure to solve the mathematical problem. Finally, in the fourth 
stage, students interpret and validate the solution in terms of the context of the task in addition they also reflect on 
the whole modeling process. 

In each of these stages, students face difficulties and can make errors. Research has shown that in the first stage 
students often misunderstand the meaning of the tasks and misinterpret the terms used in the tasks (Bernardo, 
1999; Klymchuk, Zverkova, Gruenwald, & Sauerbier, 2010). In the second stage, students struggle with identifying 
the mathematical concept or procedure that is needed to solve the tasks (Clements, 1980; Klymchuk et al., 2010). 
This difficulty relates to students’ tendency either to ignore the context and try to apply a routine mathematical 
procedure without realistic considerations (Blum, 2015; Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2000; Xin, Lin, Zhang, & 
Yan, 2007) or to take too much account of the context of the tasks so that no mathematical concept or procedure is 
used (Boaler, 1994). In the third stage, students can make errors in carrying out mathematical procedures. In the 
fourth stage, students often have difficulties in interpreting a solution in terms of the context, and give solutions 
that are not relevant to the context of the tasks (Greer, 1997). Furthermore, validating the results and reflecting on, 
and exposing, the whole modelling process are mostly not present in students’ solutions (Blum, 2015). 

The Concept of Opportunity-to-learn 
The concept of OTL emerged when researchers and educators started to question the factors that could explain 

students’ unsatisfactory performance. Since the 1960s when OTL was coined by Caroll (1963) when referring to 
sufficient time for students to learn, the relation between OTL and students’ achievement has been documented in 
many studies (e.g. Grouws & Cebulla, 2000). In particular, researchers in comparative studies became aware that 
when comparing the achievements of students, students’ OTL resulting from curricular differences had to be taken 
into account (McDonnell, 1995). Therefore, OTL was often used to find an explanation why students from different 
countries performed differently in international comparative studies. 

For example, the First International Mathematics Studies examined “whether or not […] students have had the 
opportunity to study a particular topic or learn how to solve a particular type of problem” (Husén, 1967, pp. 162-
163) to find factors influencing students’ performance across countries. In the PISA studies, a slightly different 
description of OTL is used: “the relative exposure that students of different backgrounds may have to specific 
content in the classroom […] reflected in the instructional time school systems and teachers allocate to learning a 
particular subject or content” (OECD, 2016, p. 206). In the present study, we used a broader definition of OTL, in 
addition to the exposure to mathematics content it also includes the characteristics of instruction and the learning 
environment that is offered. To measure OTL we followed Brewer and Stasz (1996) and included instructional 
resources such as textbooks and teachers’ instructional strategies. 
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Opportunity-to-learn offered by textbooks 
Textbooks are considered as the main instructional material for teachers (Brewer & Stasz, 1996) mediating 

between the intended and the implemented curriculum (Valverde, Bianchi, Wolfe, Schmidt, & Houang, 2002). 
Research in different countries has shown that textbooks strongly influence students’ learning (Schmidt, McKnight, 
Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997; Tornroos, 2005). What is offered in textbooks can be regarded as an important 
measure for students’ OTL. In this respect several aspects of textbooks can be taken into account. A first aspect is 
the exposure of particular content. Tornroos (2005) found a relation between student achievement on a test and the 
amount of textbook content related to the test items. A second aspect concerns the support provided by the 
textbooks to help students understand the content. As found by Xin (2007), students tend to solve word problems 
by using the solution strategies suggested in their textbooks. A third aspect is the nature of the tasks or exercises 
that are provided in the textbooks. In this respect, Howson (2013) mentioned the setting of the tasks, the quality of 
the tasks, the number of the tasks, and the role of the contexts which are used in the tasks. The characteristics of 
tasks, such as the cognitive demands of tasks and the required types of responses in tasks, are also important 
attributes (Charalambous, Delaney, Hsu, & Mesa, 2010). 

The importance of providing students more context-based tasks was highlighted by Ikeda (2007) who argued 
that a lack of such tasks in classroom practices contributed to students’ low performance. With respect to providing 
OTL to solve these tasks, Maass (2007) emphasized the importance of giving students tasks that have superfluous 
and missing information. Such tasks are necessary to direct students to pay attention to the context of the tasks and 
to teach students to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information. Furthermore, it is also essential for 
developing students’ modeling competence to provide them with real-world problems that do not provide explicit 
suggestions about the required procedures to solve the problems (Maass, 2010). 

Opportunity-to-learn offered by teachers’ instructional strategies 
A number of studies (e.g. Eurydice, 2011; Grouws & Cebulla, 2000; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007) highlight that 

student performance is also affected by the OTL offered by teachers through their instructional strategies. The 
quality of teachers’ use of these strategies, specifically how they teach mathematics and engage their students, 
influences how well students learn. With respect to the teaching of context-based tasks, several researchers 
(Antonius, Haines, Jensen, Niss, & Burkhardt, 2007; Blum, 2011; Forman & Steen, 2001) suggested the use of a 
teaching approach in which teachers take a consultative role and give students opportunities to actively build new 
knowledge and reflect on their learning process. Another important role of teachers in teaching context-based tasks 
is offering students more opportunity to reflect on and evaluate their own ideas (Doerr, 2007). A key aspect of 
consultative teaching is to keep a balance between teacher guidance and students’ independence. Both Antonius et 
al. (2007) and Blum (2011) recommended the use of metacognitive prompts to create this balance and Montague 
(2007) emphasized that these metacognitive prompts help students to become active learners. 

Metacognitive prompts can be provided in the form of self-addressed questions; students are asked to question 
themselves while solving a problem. Self-addressed questions are an important stimulus to help students regulate 
and reflect on their solving process (Kramarski, Mevarech, & Arami, 2002; Montague, 2007, 2008). Another kind of 
metacognitive prompt is giving a verbal prompt or instruction to help students focus attention on particular aspects 
of the solving process and to assist them in carrying out the solving process (Goldman, 1989; Montague, 2007; 
Montague, Warger, & Morgan, 2000). For example, the instruction to underline the important information in a task 
can be used to guide students to focus on identifying relevant information. Asking students to paraphrase a task is 
also an important prompt. Karbalei and Amoli (2011) and Kletzien (2009) found that students who explain in their 
own words what the task is about gain a better understanding of the task. 

Indonesian Students’ Difficulties when Solving Context-based Tasks 
To investigate students’ difficulties when solving context-based tasks we (Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 

Doorman, & Robitzsch, 2014) analyzed the errors made by students. Related to the four stages of solving context-
based tasks (Blum, 2011; Blum & Borromeo Ferri, 2009) four error types were distinguished: comprehension, 
transformation, mathematical processing, and encoding errors. Comprehension errors refer to students’ inability 
to understand a context-based task, which includes the inability to select relevant information. Transformation 
errors correspond to students’ failure in identifying the mathematical procedure required to solve a context-based 
task. This error also applies to the inverse situation, when students cannot interpret a (mathematical) model of a 
situation. Mathematical processing errors are related to mistakes in carrying out mathematical procedures; for 
example, errors in calculation or solving algebraic formula. Encoding errors refer to answers that are unrealistic 
and do not match the context of the task. 
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The error analysis revealed that 38% of Indonesian students’ errors when solving context-based tasks were 
comprehension errors. Students often misunderstood the question of a context-based task. Students also made 
remarkable errors in selecting relevant information: they tended to use all information given in the text without 
considering its relevance. Transformation errors were found in 42% of students’ errors: many students used the 
wrong procedure to solve context-based tasks. With respect to mathematical processing errors, it was found that 
17% of all errors were of this type. Finally, encoding errors were found only in 3% of students’ errors. An example 
of this error type is students giving 70 meters as the pace length of a human. 

Opportunity-to-learn offered in Indonesian textbooks 
To find possible explanations for Indonesian students’ difficulties when solving context-based tasks, we first 

investigated the OTL to solve context-based tasks offered in Indonesian textbooks. A textbook analysis revealed 
correspondences between Indonesian textbooks and the errors made by students (see Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen, & Doorman, 2015a). First of all, it was found that only 10% of the tasks in the textbooks were context-
based tasks. With such a low number of context-based tasks, we cannot expect Indonesian students to be good at 
solving such tasks. When zooming in on the characteristics of the context-based tasks in the textbooks, the 
correspondences between textbooks and students’ errors were even more obvious. Three quarters of context-based 
tasks in the textbooks used camouflage contexts, which means the contexts of the tasks can be neglected and the 
procedures are explicitly provided. When solving such tasks students did not have to think about transforming the 
tasks into mathematical problems. This finding corresponded to the high percentage of students’ transformation 
errors. With respect to the type of information, 85% of the context-based tasks contained matching information, 
meaning that only the relevant information was provided. This lack of opportunity for students to deal with 
superfluous and missing information related to the large number of errors Indonesian students made in selecting 
information. 

Opportunity-to-learn offered by teaching practices of Indonesian teachers 
A further step to investigate to what degree students are offered OTL to solve context-based tasks was by 

investigating Indonesian teachers’ teaching practices. The data about teachers’ teaching practice were collected 
through a written questionnaire and classroom observations (see Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Doorman, 
2015b). The questionnaire focused on the characteristics of context-based tasks used by teachers in their teaching 
practices. It was found that 67% of the teachers gave context-based tasks with explicit procedures in every lesson 
or weekly. Regarding context-based tasks with superfluous information, 40% of the teachers reported that they 
almost never gave such tasks. 

Classroom observations were conducted in four classrooms to examine in more detail the teachers’ teaching 
practices. The classroom observations focused on identifying whether teachers used a consultative teaching or a 
directive teaching approach. As reported in Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, and Doorman (2015b), the 
observations revealed that the teachers tended to use directive teaching. Furthermore, the teachers only focused on 
the correctness of students’ mathematical solutions without connecting the solutions to the context of the task. This 
finding indicates that the teachers did not provide sufficient opportunities for students to actively learn to deal with 
context-based tasks. 

Research Question 
The aim of the present study was to test whether students’ performance in solving context-based tasks can be 

improved by offering them OTL solving these tasks. The ingredients for creating this OTL were derived from 
research literature and from the findings of our three earlier studies. This OTL comprised offering students context-
based tasks with particular characteristics, which were found to be lacking in Indonesian textbooks, and using a 
consultative teaching approach, which teachers were found to rarely use. To provide students with as much OTL 
as possible in a coherent way we developed an intervention in which both were integrated. To investigate whether 
this is an effective way to improve students’ ability to solve context-based tasks we focused on students’ scores and 
on students’ errors. 

This led to the following research question: Does providing students with an opportunity-to-learn to solve context-
based tasks contribute to students’ performance in solving these tasks? In particular we investigate what the effect is on 
the students’ success rate when solving context-based tasks and on the number and types of errors. 

Based on the studies, described in Section 2.2, that investigated the effect of OTL on students’ mathematics 
achievement, our first hypothesis was that students who got the OTL solving context-based tasks will show more 
improvement of their achievement in solving these tasks than students who did not get this OTL. Furthermore, our 
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second hypothesis was that the OTL will help students to reduce the number of errors when solving context-based 
tasks. 

METHOD 

Design of the Study 
To answer the research question, we carried out a field experiment with a pretest-posttest control-group design. 

In the experimental group, the teachers used an intervention program consisting of five lessons that offer students 
OTL to solve context-based tasks. In the control group, the students followed a teaching program that was 
developed on the basis of the textbook that they regularly use and that did not include the components of the 
intervention program. For the study we collected two types of data. To investigate whether the intervention had 
an effect on the students’ performance in solving context-based tasks, student data were collected by means of a 
pretest and posttest. In addition, classroom data were collected both to check the fidelity of the intervention and to 
have more detailed information of how the OTL worked in classroom. The classroom data consisted of video-
recordings and field notes, made by the first author when observing the experimental and control classes. The 
video-recordings were done with two cameras; i.e. a static camera to capture whole-class activities and a dynamic 
camera to capture specific students’ activities. These video-recordings were transcribed and translated in English, 
to allow all authors to understand what students and teachers were saying. Also the teachers were asked to keep 
logs of their lessons. More details about the measurement of the students’ performance and the content of the 
intervention program follow in the next sections. 

Setting and Participants 
The study took place in Grade 8 in six junior high schools located in the province of Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The 

schools were selected in this province for reasons of convenience. The location of the schools made it possible to 
prepare the teachers, to secure the data collection, and to perform observations. In each of the six schools there was 
an experimental class and a control class. In four schools (coded as PR, S, M, and G) Grade 8 was taught by only 
one teacher; therefore in these schools this teacher taught both the experimental and the control class. In the other 
two schools (coded as PL and B) the experimental class and the control class were taught by different teachers. The 
decision about which teacher was in which condition was left to the school principal in order to afford a benevolent 
collaboration within the study. All eight participating teachers had a bachelor degree in mathematics education 
and considerable teaching experience, ranging from 5 to 32 years (M = 18.9 years; SD = 9.9 years). In each school, 
several textbooks were in use, but all schools also had one textbook in common, which was Matematika (Textbook 
for Junior High School, Grade VIII: 2A & 2B). 

In total, 311 eight graders (M = 13.8 years; SD = 0.5 year) participated in the study, involving 146 students in 
the experimental group and 165 in the control group. The data analysis included only the 299 students (M = 13.7 
years; SD = 0.5 year) who were present during both pretest and posttest. Of these students, 144 students were in 
the experimental group and 155 students in the control group. 

Intervention Program 
The purpose of the intervention was to offer students OTL to solve context-based tasks. The intervention 

program was designed based on the findings of our earlier studies and comprised two components: a set of context-
based tasks with particular characteristics and a consultative teaching approach with metacognitive prompts (see 
Appendix 1). 

Context-based tasks 
To compensate what was lacking in Indonesian textbooks, the intervention program offered students context-

based tasks. We developed context-based tasks by considering three characteristics. The first characteristic was that 
the context-based tasks should have relevant and essential contexts that require students to connect the contextual 
problem to a mathematical strategy and to identify the relevant information for performing that strategy. The tasks 
should be a real problem for students. For example, in the Internet task (see Figure 1) students encounter a problem 
that is rather authentic to them. Figuring out what internet fee Doni has to pay is a meaningful context for students 
because there is really something at stake. Students are stimulated to take the context into account when solving 
the task instead of just using the numbers involved to carry out a particular calculation. 
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The second characteristic concerned the type of information provided in the context-based tasks. To offer 
students OTL selecting relevant information, context-based tasks were designed with missing or superfluous 
information, i.e. tasks that have less or more information than needed to find the solution. For example, to decide 
how much Doni has to pay in May, students do not need to use the monthly fee for the program Smile (30,500 IDR), 
the fee per 1 MB (40 IDR), or the registration fee (300,000 IDR). 

The third characteristic required for the context-based tasks was that they do not contain apparent indications 
about the procedures that can be used to solve the problem. If explicit information is given about what procedure to 
apply, then students are not offered OTL to decide what would be a suitable mathematical procedure. For example, 
the Internet task does not directly ask students to use a particular mathematical procedure, such as doing a 
calculation or drawing a graph. Instead, students are asked to decide whether it is better for Doni to change his 
internet program and, if yes, when it is better to change. This means that students have to come up with a procedure 
by themselves. 

Consultative teaching approach 
The second component of the intervention program was a consultative teaching approach. To conduct this 

approach, we provided the teachers with suggestions to give students metacognitive prompts and stimulate 
discussions that promote reflection for all the stages of solving context-based tasks. 

The metacognitive prompts were meant to point students to important aspects of the tasks and the solving process. 
A first metacognitive prompt was asking students to underline all the information included in a context-based task 
and to discuss the included information. For example, in the Internet task, this prompt was given in the first 
assignment. As a second metacognitive prompt, students were asked to use their own words to explain the Internet 
task. This paraphrasing strategy was aimed to help students get a better understanding of the problem. Finally, a 
third type of metacognitive prompt was to elicit self-questioning. For example, in the Internet task, students were 
stimulated to ask questions, such as “What strategy can we use to solve Doni’s problem?” 

To make the metacognitive prompts an integral part of the intervention program they were embedded in the 
context-based tasks. Metacognitive prompts were printed in italics to make students (and teachers) aware that the 
questions differed from the mathematical questions. In the first two lessons, metacognitive prompts were provided 
for every question in the context-based tasks, but in the later lessons the prompts gradually faded out. 

The suggestions for discussions to promote reflection were not embedded in the tasks, but were only included in the 
teacher guide. This means that suggestions were provided for additional instructions or guiding questions. For 
example, when students had difficulties with only circling the relevant information in the Internet task, the teacher 
could suggest students to focus on the question they had to answer (“How much money did he pay in May?”) and 
identify the keywords of this question. Regarding the latter, different students can come up with different keywords 

 
Figure 1. Internet task (translated from Bahasa Indonesia) 

An internet provider Inter-NET offers two different programs. Program Smile charges 
customers 30.500 IDR as monthly fee and 40 IDR/1 Megabyte (MB). Program Shine 
charges customers 20.000 IDR as monthly fee and 52 IDR/1 MB. The registration fees 
including the price of modem for both programs are the same, namely 300.000 IDR. 
In January Doni subscribed to the program Shine. In May Doni used 550 MB of 
internet data. How much money did he pay in May?  

 
a. Underline all information given in the task and circle only the information we need 

to answer the question. 
 
 

b. Reformulate the task with less words by leaving out unnecessary information. 
 

c. How much money did Doni pay in May? 
 
Doni’s internet usage is increasing. Now, he has a problem to decide whether it will 
be wise to change the internet program. 
 
 
d. What strategy can we use to solve Doni’s problem? 

 
e. When Doni’s internet usage is increasing, is it better for him to change the internet 

program? If so, when should he do it? 
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and discussion is triggered when they have to explain why they think a particular word could be considered a 
keyword. 

Outline of the intervention program 
The complete intervention program consisted of five 80-minutes lessons, each consisting of an explanation 

section and an exercise section. The actual intervention took place in the exercise sections, which each lasted about 
20 to 30 minutes. The topic that was being taught during the intervention period was graphical representations of 
linear equations; therefore we chose this topic in designing the intervention program. In total, the program included 
nine context-based tasks; in every lesson two and in the last lesson one. Moreover, in order not to lessen too much 
the experience of students in solving mathematics tasks without a real-world context, the lesson series also 
contained five of such tasks. 

Teacher training 
To help the teachers to implement the intervention program, we provided them with a teacher guide. In the 

teacher guide, information was given about the mathematics topics related to the context-based tasks included in 
the intervention program. Furthermore, the teacher guide informed the teachers about the learning goals, i.e. the 
mathematical competences or skills to be developed by working on the task. Also, suggestions were given about 
how the teacher could help students to achieve the learning goals. Finally, the teacher guide gave examples of 
possible students’ answers and how to respond to these answers in order to support the students’ understanding. 

As an addition to informing the teachers by means of the teacher guide, two weeks prior to the intervention the 
experimental teachers were trained to conduct the intervention. The training consisted of two meetings of 90 to 120 
minutes. During these meetings, the overall goal of the intervention program, the structure of the program, and the 
materials used in this program were explained. After this, attention was paid to the importance of the competence 
of solving context-based tasks and the characteristics of context-based tasks. Finally, examples were discussed of 
how teachers could help students to deal with superfluous or missing information and select relevant information, 
how teachers could give metacognitive prompts, and how to stimulate students to discuss and reflect on the solving 
process. 

Fidelity of the implementation of the intervention program 
To monitor whether the teachers conducted the intervention in the intended way, classroom observations were 

carried out by the first author. Checking the implementation fidelity was especially important with respect to the 
teachers that taught both an experimental class and a control class. In this way we could ensure that in both classes 
the appropriate treatment was given. However, not all lessons could be observed because the intervention in the 
six schools took place over the same period of time. In general, at least two lessons were observed in each classroom. 
After observing a lesson, a discussion was held with the teacher to reflect on how the intervention was carried out 
and prepare for the intervention in the next lesson. In this discussion, the first author also regularly reminded the 
teachers, especially those who taught both groups, to strictly follow the program for each class. For the lessons that 
were not observed the teachers were asked to keep a log. In this log they were asked to report how many tasks they 
discussed in class. 

The experiences during the classroom observations, the information gained from the video data, and teachers’ 
logs showed that on average the teachers taught only six out of nine context-based tasks. With respect to the 
consultative teaching, we found that in general the teachers carried out the intervention as planned. In particular, 
they frequently emphasized the importance of answering the written questions in the tasks that were related to the 
metacognitive prompts. Excerpt 1 illustrates how a teacher helped students to comprehend the Internet task (see 
Figure 1). Before the students in her class started to work on the task, the teacher reminded the students to read the 
instruction and questions thoroughly (see Line 2-3 and Line 7-8 in Excerpt 1). The teacher also read the task aloud 
(see Line 3-6 in Excerpt 1), which seemed to be a kind of directive teaching. However, the teacher did this only for 
the first part of the task and she asked the students to continue reading the task by themselves. Another guidance 
given by the teacher was in the form of emphasizing keywords that are related to metacognitive strategies. This 
kind of guidance can lead students to become aware of the important words or instruction. 
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Excerpt 1. Teacher’s guidance in the comprehension stage 

Teacher : 

Now, it is the time for you to solve Task 3 [the Internet task]. [The teacher gave students time 
to take a look at the task.] Firstly, you have to thoroughly read the instruction of the task 
and also the questions. “An internet provider Inter-NET offers two different programs. 
Program Smile charges customers 30,500 IDR as monthly fee and 40 IDR/1 Megabyte 
(MB).” [The teacher reads Task 3 aloud]. Okay, finish reading the task by yourself. Once 
again, read the task thoroughly and try to comprehend the task and the question before 
you start solving it. 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[7] 

Students: [The students continue reading the task.] [8] 

Teacher : 

Now, let’s see Question a. What is being emphazed in this question? [Silence for one 
minute.] Underline all information provided in the task and circle ONLY the information 
which is NEEDED to solve the task. [Note: The capitalizing means that the teacher put an 
emphasis in his tone when mentioning these two words.] 

[9] 
[10] 
[11] 
[12] 

However, discussions of students’ answers and tentative ideas were less visible in the classroom practices. 
Excerpt 2 illustrates an example of the teachers’ focus on the correctness of students’ answer instead of presenting 
and comparing strategies. This excerpt discusses a task in which the students have to determine the price of a taxi 
ride for a given particular distance. The task contains a distance-price graph. Presenting the graph in the task had 
the purpose of creating opportunities for students to have more strategies at hand and to be able to select an 
appropriate strategy when confronted with non-standard context-based tasks. However, not all teachers picked up 
on this idea. The teacher in Excerpt 2 (see Line 12-14) was satisfied with a student’s answer that the result was 
found by doing a calculation. When the correct answer was given, the underlying reasoning of this answer was not 
asked for and other students were also not challenged to provide alternative answers or strategies. 

Excerpt 2. Teacher’s focus on the correctness of students’ answer 

 [The question to be answered was: How much does taxi Sentosa charge for a 20 km 
journey?] 

[1] 
[2] 

Student 1 : Sir, here is my answer [The student is showing his answer IDR 37,500.] 
[3] 
[4] 

Teacher: (…) OK, that is correct. Now, you solve the other questions. Wait a minute, did 
you use a calculation or read the answer from the graph? 

[5] 
[6] 
[7] 

Student 2 : 
[The teacher is walking to the front of the classroom and posing the question to all 
students]. How much should a customer pay if he travels with taxi Sentosa for 
20 km? How much? 

[8] 
[9] 
[10] 

Students: IDR 37,500 [11] 
Teacher : By calculation … or … ? [12] 
Students: Calculation [13] 
Teacher: OK, that is good. For the next question… [14] 

Furthermore, it was observed that, especially in unexpected situations, teachers had difficulties in fully 
implementing the intervention. It was observed that teachers frequently looked at the teacher guide when students’ 
responses were far from the provided examples. Also, the teachers occasionally showed their impatience in waiting 
for students’ answers. 

Regular program 
Students in the control classes were taught as they were usually taught on the basis of the textbook that the six 

schools had in common. This means that the teachers used a teacher-centered approach in which they mainly 
explained and demonstrated how to solve tasks. To make the mathematics content the same in all the control 
classes, the control teachers were asked to follow a program consisting of 19 mathematics tasks without context 
and three context-based tasks. These tasks were taken from the textbook that was used by all control teachers. 
Consequently, the context-based tasks all had a camouflage context and explicitly mentioned the mathematical 
concepts related to the task. For example, the two tasks shown in Figure 2 include a staircase and a ski slope, which 
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are real-world contexts, yet students do not have to think about a staircase and a ski slope in reality. They can just 
do the calculation that is asked for, based on the figure of the staircase and the numbers provided in the picture of 
the mountainside (e.g. slope = 45

48
= 0.9). Furthermore, these two tasks explicitly mention the mathematical concept 

gradient, which is relevant to solve these tasks. 

Measurement of Students’ Performance in Solving Context-based Tasks 

Composition of the test 
The test items used for measuring students’ performance in solving context-based tasks were selected from 

released PISA items (OECD, 2009b). In the selection, we took the three characteristics of the context-based tasks 
used in the intervention program into account, i.e. tasks that have a relevant context, have superfluous or missing 
information, and do not contain explicit indications about the required solution strategies. The test comprised 
17 PISA mathematics items (which are called ‘units’) comprising 30 questions. The 17 mathematics items were 
divided over two booklets. Booklet A contained eight mathematics items (comprising 15 questions) and Booklet B 
contained nine mathematics items (comprising 15 questions). The questions were equally distributed over the two 
booklets according to: (1) the cognitive demand of the questions, including reproduction, connection, and reflection, 
(2) the difficulty level of the questions as indicated by the percentage of correct answers found in the 2003 PISA 
study (OECD, 2009a), and (3) the mathematical topics involved in the questions. The aim of the study was not to 
develop students’ content-specific skills, but students’ generic skills in solving context-based tasks. Therefore, the 
items which were used in the test addressed various mathematics topics. Only five out of 30 questions were related 
to the topic of the intervention, i.e. graphical representations of linear equations. 

To avoid a re-test effect due to administering the same items twice, the group of students in each class was 
randomly split in half, leading to two groups of which one got Booklet A as a pretest and Booklet B as a posttest, 
with the other group getting these booklets in the reverse order. 

Scoring the correctness of students’ answers 
To score students’ responses the scoring scheme of the PISA studies (OECD, 2009b) was used. Of the total of 30 

questions, 24 questions were scored as correct (1), incorrect (0) or no answer (9). The other questions had a partial 
credit scoring, including five questions that were coded as correct (2), partially correct (1), incorrect (0) or no answer 
(9) and one item that was coded as correct (3), partially correct level 2 (2), partially correct level 1 (1), incorrect (0) 
or no answer (9). The maximum score for Booklet A was 18 and the maximum score for Booklet B was 19. 

Psychometric properties of the test 
To check the reliability of the test, we calculated Cronbach’s alphas. For the complete test, i.e. Booklet A and B 

combined, this gave a good α of .80. For the booklets separately we found α = .75 for Booklet A, and α = .69 for 
Booklet B. As the complete sample was split into two groups and each group got a different booklet as pretest and 
posttest, we also checked whether the reliability estimates per booklet changed for whether it was used as a pretest 
or as a posttest. Cronbach’s alpha for Booklet A as pretest was α = .64 and as a posttest α = .79, for Booklet B as a 
pretest α = .68 and as a posttest α = .69. These changes are relatively small and all alphas indicate acceptable to 
good reliabilities. 

 
Figure 2. Context-based tasks included in the regular program 
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Data Analysis 

Analysis of students’ errors 
To analyze the errors students made when solving the test items we used the framework developed in our 

earlier study (Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, Doorman, & Robitzsch, 2014) (see Appendix 3). The error 
analysis was done for incorrect, or partially incorrect, responses. Students could make more than one type of error; 
therefore more than one code could be given to a student’s work. Additionally, we looked at the number of students 
that made particular types of errors. 

The coding of students’ errors was carried out by the first author. The interrater reliability of the coding was 
checked through an extra coding by a mathematics teacher who was not part of this study. The extra coding was 
done on 12% of students’ incorrect responses which were randomly selected. A Cohen’s Kappa of .78 indicated a 
substantial agreement between the first author and the second coder (Landis & Koch, 1977). 

Statistical analysis of the effect of the intervention 
We first report descriptive statistics (M, SD, and gain scores) on students’ performance on the pretest and 

posttest. To investigate whether students in the experimental condition improved more than those in the control 
condition we used an analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) with the standardized posttest score as dependent 
variable and the standardized pretest score as covariate. Standardized scores were used in this analysis, because 
students could obtain different total scores on the two booklets (A and B) they got as pretest or posttest. We 
standardized the scores per booklet and per order of presentation of the booklets. So the mean of all students that 
got Booklet A as a pretest was used to standardize the scores of the students who were in this group, and for the 
students who got Booklet B as a pretest the mean of all students who were in this group was also used for 
standardizing the scores. This same procedure was repeated for the scores on the posttest. 

RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics 
Before the intervention, students of the experimental and control group turned out to be quite comparable with 

respect to their ability to solve context-based tasks, as evidenced by their almost identical mean scores on the pretest 
(see Table 1). On average the students scored low on the test. The mean scores were around 7 while the maximum 
score was 18 or 19, depending on the booklet. The gains in the mean scores after the intervention were also low. 
Yet, in both conditions, the students scored generally higher on the posttest than on the pretest. 

Effect of Opportunity-to-Learn on Students’ Success Rate 
To investigate the effect of the intervention program we carried out an ANCOVA with posttest score as 

dependent variable, intervention as independent variable, and pretest score as covariate. As the total scores of the 
two booklets differed, from here on standardized scores are reported. The standardized scores on the posttest were 
significantly higher for the students in the experimental group (Mexp = 0.11, SDexp = 1.05) than in the control group 
(Mcon = -0.10, SDcon = 0.93) as such showing a small effect of the intervention (F(1, 274) = 4.092, p = .044, ηp2 = .015). 
There was also a significant main effect for the school the students were in (F(5, 274) = 32.516, p < .001, ηp2 = .372). 
In Figure 3 the different gain scores (i.e. standardized posttest score minus standardized pretest score) for the 
students in the control and experimental condition in the six schools are displayed. 

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of the raw test scores in the pretest and posttest in both conditions for both booklet 
orders 

Experimental group Pretest  Posttest   
M SD  M SD  Gain score 

Booklet order A-B 6.36 3.29  7.82 3.39  + 1.47 
Booklet order B-A 6.60 3.19  8.64 4.18  + 2.04 

Control group 
Pretest  Posttest   

M SD  M SD  Gain score 
Booklet order A-B 6.67 2.85  7.66 2.83  + 0.99 
Booklet order B-A 6.46 2.95  7.04 4.03  + 0.48 
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Effect of Opportunity-to-Learn on Students’ Number and Types of Errors 
In total, we found 1942 incorrect responses in the pretest and 1705 incorrect responses in the posttest. In the 

experimental group students gave fewer incorrect responses (pretest: 892, posttest: 744) than in the control group 
(pretest: 1050, posttest: 961). With Fisher’s exact test we found that this difference in number of incorrect responses 
between the two groups was not significant (p = .171). An error analysis of the incorrect responses revealed that the 
students in the pretest made 2199 errors (1015 in the experimental group and 1184 in the control group) and in the 
posttest 1928 errors (829 in the experimental group and 1099 in the control group) (Table 2). 

 
Figure 3. Mean gain scores for students in the control (white) and experimental (gray) condition in the six schools 

Table 2. The number and types of error made by the students in the pretest and the posttest 

Types of error Sub-types of error Group Number of errors Percentage of 
Change Pre-test Post-test 

Comprehension 

Errors in understanding instruction 
Exp. 68 51 - 25% a 

Control 84 93 11% 

Errors in understanding a keyword 
Exp. 22 36 64% 

Control 14 39 179% 

Errors in selecting information Exp. 125 86 - 31% 
Control 125 127 2% 

Total 
Exp. 215 173 - 20% 

Control 223 259 16% 

Transformation 

Procedural tendency 
Exp. 7 15 114% 

Control 2 9 350% 

Taking too much account of context Exp. 11 8 - 27% 
Control 20 10 - 50% 

Wrong mathematical procedure Exp. 487 376 - 23% 
Control 582 442 - 24% 

Treating a graph as a picture 
Exp. 68 59 - 13% 

Control 69 87 26% 

Total Exp. 573 458 - 20% 
Control 673 548 - 19% 

Mathematical 
processingb  Exp. 195 165 - 15% 

Control 230 239 4% 

Encodingc  
Exp. 32 33 3% 

Control 58 53 - 9% 
Totald  Exp. 1015 829 - 18% 
  Control 1184 1099 - 7% 
 Overall total errorsd  2199 1928  

a A negative value means a decrease 
b The sub-types of mathematical processing error depend on the mathematics topics addressed in the test items 
c No sub-type for encoding error 
d Because of multiple coding, the number of errors was greater than the number of incorrect responses. 
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The overall decline in the number of errors was in the experimental group about ten percent points larger than 
in the control group. This difference was found to be significant (χ² (1, n = 4127) = 4.149, p = .042, r = .032). The type 
of error students in each condition made most frequently, on both the pretest and the posttest, was the error of 
selecting the wrong mathematical procedure (>20% of all errors), a sub-type of Transformation errors. In choosing 
the mathematical procedure students made many more errors than in carrying out the calculation (<12% of all 
errors were mathematical processing errors). 

A further analysis with respect to the types of errors showed that in the experimental group the number of 
comprehension errors decreased by 20%, whereas in the control group the occurrence of these errors increased by 
16%. However, the numbers of students for which we found these changes were rather small. In the experimental 
group, 103 students made comprehension errors in the pretest while in the posttest this was done by 95 students. 
In the control group these numbers were 113 and 119 respectively. Furthermore, the number of errors in selecting 
information reduced with 31% in the experimental group, while in the control group this number increased with 
2%. 

This apparent positive relation between the intervention and the reduction of this type of error was supported 
by drawings in the posttest work of the students in the experimental group, which contained clear signs of 
identifying and selecting relevant information for the mathematical processes that were needed to solve the 
problem. This was, for example, the case in the Skateboard task (Figure 4) in which students were asked to calculate 
the minimum and the maximum price for self-assembled skateboards. 

This task provided a price list that included irrelevant information, i.e. the prices of complete skateboards. In 
the posttest we found traces of the metacognitive prompt ‘underlining information’. In the stem of the task, students 
in the experimental group underlined the names of components that are needed to assemble a skateboard (e.g., see 
Figure 4). Underlining information indicates the students’ awareness of and actions for identifying the keywords 
of the task.  

Regarding the transformation errors, we found that in general there was no difference between the experimental 
group and the control group. In both groups there was on average a decrease of 20% in the number of errors. The 
changes in the numbers of students for which we found these transformation errors were also rather small. In the 
experimental group 143 students made transformation errors in the pretest while in the posttest this was done by 
139 students. In the control group these numbers were 153 and 145 respectively. At item level, however, the change 
in errors differed between the two groups. For tasks addressing an interpretation of a graph – i.e. the topic that was 
taught during the intervention – we found that for the students in the experimental group, in contrast with the 
students in the control group, the number of transformation errors in the posttest was smaller than the number of 
errors in the pretest. For example, this was the case in the Speed of Racing Car task (see Figure 5) in which students 
were asked to choose from five alternative race tracks along which a racing car could have produced the speed 
graph that was previously shown. 

A usual transformation error for this task was treating a graph as a literal picture of a situation. Students tended 
to choose Track E because it resembled the shape of the speed graph. For this particular task, the occurrence of this 
error in the experimental group decreased by 17% in the posttest, whereas in the control group the number of errors 
did not change. This result can be explained by the fact that the intervention program included tasks on interpreting 
graphs in real-world situations and did not provide explicit procedures for solving these tasks. In contrast, the 
regular program used tasks that were mostly tasks without context by which the students were immediately 
directed to the procedure of using linear equations to create tables and use the numbers in the tables to draw graphs 
as a final result (with x horizontally and y vertically). Students in the experimental group had more opportunities 
to learn to interpret and reason with graphs in context-based tasks. 

Similar to comprehension errors, for mathematical processing errors the number of errors decreased in the 
experimental group while it increased in the control group. When looking at the number of students who made 
these errors, in both groups a similar decrease is visible (experimental group, pretest: 111 students, posttest: 96 
students; control group, pretest: 112 students, posttest: 101 students). When taking a closer look at the sub-types of 
mathematical processing errors, we found the largest difference between the two groups in arithmetical errors: in 
the posttest the number of arithmetical errors in the experimental group barely changed, whereas in the control 
group it increased by 70%. This seems to be quite surprising, since the regular program had a strong focus on 
processing skills. An explanation could be that processing skills were strongly connected to specific tasks. 
Consequently, when students are not trained to use them in unfamiliar situations these skills might become less 
useful. 

Lastly, regarding encoding errors, we found only a small number of errors and in both groups the number of 
these errors hardly changed between pretest and posttest, which was also reflected in the number of students that 
made these errors (experimental group, pretest: 32 students, posttest: 33 students; control group, pretest: 58 
students, posttest: 53 students). 
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Figure 4. Skateboard task with student work 

14 or 36

82 or 84

Deck 40, 60, or 65

Complete skateboard

One set of 4 wheels

One set of 2 trucks

One set of hardware 10 or 20

Price (in zed)Product

Question 1
Eric wants to assemble his own skateboard.  What is the minimum price and the 
maximum price in this shop for self-assembled skateboards?

(a) Minimum price: … zed

(b) Maximum price: … zed

Eric is a great skateboard fan. He visits a shop named SKATERS to check some prices.
At this shop you can buy a complete board. Or you can buy a deck, a set of 4 wheels, 
a set of 2 trucks and a set of hardware, and assemble your own board.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of the field experiment in this study was to investigate whether Indonesian students’ ability to 

solve context-based tasks could be improved by offering them an intervention program in which tasks were offered 
with relevant and essential contexts, missing or superfluous information, and without explicitly given 
mathematical procedures. In addition, teachers were asked to apply a consultative teaching approach by giving 
students metacognitive prompts and questions for discussion to promote reflection. Contrary to our expectations, 
we did not find strong evidence for the effect of this intervention on the students’ achievement in solving context-
based tasks in terms of their improvement in test score. Students in the experimental group made more progress 
than students in the control group. This difference in improvement between the two groups was significant but the 
effect of the intervention was rather small. Furthermore, we found a significant difference in the decline of errors 
in advantage of the experimental group. This was specifically the case for comprehension errors; within this 
category there was a substantial decrease in the number of errors in selecting information. Taken together, the 
findings about students’ errors signify the potential benefit of the metacognitive prompts as implemented in the 
tasks and in the consultative teaching strategies. Asking students to circle only relevant information and using their 
own words to explain a task, seem to be effective in guiding students to looking thoroughly at the information 
provided in a task. 

Yet, these promising results did not occur for all types of errors. For the errors in transforming a real-world 
problem into a mathematical problem no intervention effect was found. Here, in general, there was no difference 
between the experimental and the control group. A possible explanation for this finding might be that during the 
transformation stage teachers often used a directive teaching approach in which they told students which 
mathematics concepts or strategies are related to a particular task. Also, often they did not let their students explore 
and discuss different strategies. In this respect, the teachers did not implement the intervention fully as intended. 
Instead of consultative teaching their teaching clearly showed directive characteristics, which, as is shown by other 
studies (Maulana, Opdenakker, Den Brok, & Bosker, 2012; World Bank, 2010), is the main way of teaching in 
Indonesia. Because of this tradition the teachers involved in our study may have had a lack of experience with 
metacognitive instruction and therefore, as is also emphasized by Kramarski et al. (2002), had difficulties in using 
consultative teaching. This came especially to the fore when the teachers were faced with unexpected situations. 
Evidently, a professional development of two meetings of 90 to 120 minutes and a teacher guide were not enough 
to fully apply a consultative teaching approach. 

Another factor that might not have been helpful for lowering the number of transformation errors was the focus 
of the intervention on one specific mathematical topic: graphical representations of linear equations. A consequence 

 
Figure 5. Speed of Racing Car task 

This graph shows how the speed of a racing car varies along a flat track 3 kilometre
track during its second lap.

Question
Here are pictures of five tracks. Along which one of these tracks was the car driven
to produce the speed graph shown earlier?
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of this was that during the intervention, by design, it might have been clear for the students into what mathematical 
problem the real-world problems had to be transformed – namely, into a linear equation – and therefore they might 
not have had enough occasions to practice identifying the needed procedure. It might have been better to also 
include different topics in our intervention, which is in agreement with the situatedness of learning, and with 
Howson (2013), who pointed out that including context-based tasks in a particular chapter of a textbook will 
discourage students from thinking about the required procedure before they solve the tasks. 

A further shortcoming of our experiment was that due to limited financial resources – and thus restricted 
research time – we could only include a small number of schools. This made it impossible to compose two groups 
of matched schools followed by random allocation to the experimental or control group. Instead, in our design, all 
schools had both conditions and, consequently, the danger of a spillover effect. Moreover, because most schools 
had only one teacher who taught Grade 8, we had to accept that experimental students and control students were 
taught by the same teacher. This is not an ideal situation, because what the teachers did in the experimental group 
might have had an influence on their teaching practices in the control group. Although, based on our observations, 
it is not likely that this was the case, it is known from research (Kunter et al., 2013) that teachers’ professional 
knowledge affects students’ performance. So, it might be possible that the knowledge about solving context-based 
tasks that the teachers learned in their role as teacher of an experimental class may have spilled over in the control 
class. An additional weakness in our design was the lack of a measure of students’ general mathematics 
achievement level. The reason for this was that the different districts where the schools were located each had their 
own tests for Grade 8, which made the scores of the students in different schools not comparable. 

Although our study had some flaws that lowered the robustness of our findings – which is almost inevitable 
when doing research in the real setting of educational practice – it did show us the necessary ingredients of the 
teaching that can foster students’ ability in solving context-based tasks requiring mathematical modeling (e.g. 
transforming the contextual problem to a mathematical problem). The OTL that is needed for this, implies, in the 
first place, a classroom practice in which students are offered tasks in which they can really apply mathematics. 
Secondly, to make this happen, it is necessary that teachers have knowledge of the characteristics of context-based 
tasks, including their cognitive demands and the types of contexts. A third requirement is that teachers are offered 
possibilities for developing the ability to apply a consultative teaching approach in which they can give students 
metacognitive prompts and can elicit discussion and reflection. These three ingredients are not new, in the sense 
that they have already been demonstrated in earlier research, but the experiences from our study have shown how 
this can work in practice in a project where they are all combined. However, as these ingredients of OTL were all 
blended in the intervention, our study does not provide us with the opportunity to differentiate between the 
contribution of each of them. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Outline of the Intervention Program 

Lesson Mathematical 
sub-topic 

Goal related to 
mathematical content 

Goal related to 
solving context-based tasks Context-based task Bare mathematics 

task 

1 
Sketching 
graph of 
straight line 

- Making table of ordered pairs of linear 
equation 
- Sketching graph of equation on Cartesian 
coordinate by plotting ordered pairs 

- Identifying and completing missing information. 
- Selecting relevant information. 
- Paraphrasing the tasks. 
- Identifying appropriate mathematics procedure. 

- Taxi task: 
Comparing taxi tariffs 
- Internet task: 
Comparing internet fees 

1 

2 Gradient (1) 

- Understanding definition of gradient 
- Determining gradient of a straight line 
through two points 
 

- Identifying and completing missing information. 
- Selecting relevant information. 
-Identifying appropriate mathematics procedure. 

- Experiment task: 
Determining the fastest 
speed of bike simulation 
- Price task: 
Determining the increase 
rate of oil price 
 

1 

3 Gradient (2) - Determining gradient of parallel lines 
- Determining gradient of perpendicular lines 

- Identifying and completing missing information. 
- Identifying appropriate mathematics procedure. 
- Interpreting the solution in terms of the 
problem situation. 
 

- Bus task: 
Comparing bus speed 
- Water pump task (1): 
Visualizing the rates of filling 
water tanks 
 

1 

4 Equation of 
straight line (1) 

Determining equation and sketching graph of: 
- A line with a gradient of m and through 
point (x1,y1) 
- A line through points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) 
 

- Selecting relevant information 

- Olympic task: 
Predicting the number of 
future participants 
- Hospital task: 
Estimating drug dosage 

- 

5 Equation of 
straight line (2) 

Determining equation and sketching graph of: 
- A line through point (x1,y1) and parallel to 
another line 
- A line through point (x1,y1) and 
perpendicular to another line 

- Selecting relevant information 
- Interpreting the solution in terms of the 
problem situation 

- Water pump task (2): 
Estimating filling rates 2 

 
 

 

APPENDIX 3 

Coding Scheme for Error Types when Solving Context-based Mathematics Tasks 
Error type Sub-type Explanation 

Comprehension 

Misunderstanding the instruction Student incorrectly interprets what (s)he is asked to do. 
Misunderstanding a keyword Student misunderstands a keyword, which is usually a mathematical term. 

Error in selecting information 
Student is unable to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information (e.g. using all 
information provided in a task or neglecting relevant information) or is unable to gather required 
information which is not provided in the task. 

Transformation 

Procedural tendency Student tends to directly use a mathematical procedure such as formula or algorithm without 
analyzing whether or not it is needed. 

Taking too much account of the context Student’s answer only refers to the context or real-world situation without taking the perspective 
of the mathematics. 

Wrong mathematical procedures/concepts Student uses mathematical procedures or concepts which are not relevant to the tasks. 

Treating a graph as a picture Student treats a graph as a literal picture of a situation. (S)he interprets and focuses on the shape 
of the graph, instead of on the properties of the graph. 

Mathematical 
Processing 

Algebraic error Error in solving algebraic expression or function. 
Arithmetical error Error in calculation. 
Error in mathematical interpretation of graph:  
- Point-interval confusion Student mistakenly focuses on a single point rather than on an interval. 
- Slope-height confusion Student does not use the slope of the graph but only focuses on the vertical distance. 

Measurement error Student cannot convert between standard units (e.g. from m/minute to km/h) or from a non-
standard unit to a standard unit (e.g. from step/minute to m/minute). 

Improper use of scale Student cannot select and use the scale of a map properly. 
Unfinished answer Student uses a correct procedure, but (s)he does not finish it. 

Encoding  Student is unable to correctly interpret and validate the mathematical solution in terms of the 
real-world problem. This error is reflected by an impossible or not realistic answer. 
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